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FEISS EXPANDS ITS HOME SOLUTIONS® LINE AT JUNE DALLAS MARKET 

Company Will Introduce Nearly 100 New Products 
 

Rye, NY, June 7, 2012—Feiss will unveil the largest product launch of its Home Solutions line since its initial introduction 

in 2005 at the June Dallas International Lighting Market, June 21-24 (Showroom #4010-TM).  New Feiss core products 

will be included as well, making up a well-rounded reveal of nearly 100 new lighting fixtures—plus Feiss portables and 

mirrors that were introduced at April’s High Point Market.  
 

According to Feiss president Maria Scutaro, Home Solutions is for showrooms and homeowners who enjoy Feiss style, 

value and customer service yet demand even more accessible price points.  “Home Solutions started out with 

transitional designs, clean lines and simple finishes.  In this still-challenging economy, our showroom customers are 

asking for additional Home Solution products and styles; they need an extensive budget-conscious line to compete with 

the home centers that are taking some of their business. With these new more ornate and traditional Home Solution 

items, we’re going to help them in this regard.” 

 

Feiss Provides One-Stop-Shopping With Its Growing Lines and Categories 

In addition to Home Solutions, Feiss will introduce a variety of new lighting fixtures from its core brand—plus Feiss 

portables and mirrors that were seen for the first time at Spring High Point Market last April—that will reflect a wide 

variety of styles and use of varying materials such as crystals, fabrics and woods. “We’ll also reveal seven new bath 

families—an always important category for us,” said Scutaro. “With the Feiss core line, Feiss Home Solutions and fans 

from our Monte Carlo brand, we’re now providing an easy, one-stop-shopping service for our showroom customers.” 

 

-more- 
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Sample of Feiss Home Solutions Introductions at June Dallas Market 
 

The Feiss Home Solutions new Weston Collection has nine pieces—from 

chandeliers and a mini-pendant to a wall sconce and bath vanity fixtures. 

Weston is comprised of a rectangular steel frame in a Country Iron finish. 

The fixtures are then topped with conical opal etched glass. Pictured left is 

Weston’s Island Chandelier (38” in length, 8” wide and 19.25” high) and the 

Collection’s five-lamp chandelier (25” wide and 19.25” high) over the table.  
                                                                                        

 

 

This Charlotte mini-chandelier (right) from Feiss Home Solutions has a vintage style drape 

of unfinished natural wood beads. Offset by the Peruvian Bronze finish, it evokes a French 

Market feel. Ivory candle sleeves complement the natural color scheme. Perfect for a 

bath, closet, bedroom or small foyer. Charlotte is 18.5” wide and 20.125” high.  

 

 

 

On this three-light, Charlene mini-chandelier from Feiss Home Solutions (left), petite leaf 

details are accented by a cascade of Soft Pink crystals. Here in an Ivory finish, Charlene is also 

available in a Liberty Bronze finish with Champagne crystals. This piece is suitable for a wide 

variety of rooms such as the bath, bedroom, foyer and even over an island or sink in the 

kitchen. Charlene’s dimensions are 14” wide and 21” high. 
 

 

 

As its latest introduction of drum shade pendants, Jacqueline from Feiss Home Solutions 

(shown right) has all the flair of a European market. The shade is covered in an off-white 

linen and printed with an eclectic mix of Italian phrases and line art—known as “document 

style”—a hot décor trend today. Edged in burlap, the shade is detailed with brass nail head 

trim. Finished in Oil Rubbed Bronze, this Jacqueline pendant is 18” wide and 10” high; the 

mini-pendant is 8” wide and 7” high. Both come with three, 12” stems and one, 6” stem to 

adjust their length anywhere from 12.58” to 54.58”.                                        

-more- 
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Sample of Feiss Core Introductions at June Dallas Market 
 

Feiss will introduce Nella as its latest bath collection. The simplified, traditional 

styling of Nella’s octagon back plate is mimicked in the coordinating glass. 

Available in a Heritage Bronze finish with Cream etched glass , a Brushed Steel 

finish with White Opal etched glass, and a Chrome finish also with White Opal 

etched glass (as shown here), Nella’s clean lines work well in either traditional 

or transitional settings. The Collection also has vanity fixtures in a one-, two- 

and three-light vanity version—plus a wall sconce. 

 

The new Feiss Adan six-piece Collection is made of solid burnished wood, accented 

with Rustic Iron metal fittings.  The smaller of Adan’s two drum shade chandeliers is 

22.125” in diameter and 25.3125” tall (shown right) and has cascades of melon 

shaped, resin beads descending from its highest point.  Using four candelabra bulbs, 

this piece has a rustic linen shade. All together, the Adan Collection has four 

chandeliers, a mini-chandelier and a wall sconce. 

          
 
                                          
 
About Feiss/Monte Carlo Fan Company 
For more than 50 years, Feiss has offered a full line of high-quality interior and exterior residential lighting and portables 
in addition to ceiling fans through its Monte Carlo brand.  Feiss delivers refined, fashion-forward lighting at accessible 
price points and is known in the industry for its reliable products and exceptional customer care.  With pride in its past 
and a commitment to the future, employees from coast to coast and across the globe all work together to continually 
deliver the very best in lighting and service. For product information or to find a nearby dealer, visit www.feiss.com 
and/or www.montecarlofans.com. 
 
About Generation Brands 
As the parent company of Feiss and Monte Carlo, Generation Brands is one of America's leading companies serving the 
lighting, electrical wholesale, home improvement, home décor, and building industries. Generation Brands has an 
outstanding portfolio of fashionable and functional lighting fixtures, ceiling fans, and decorative products that provide 
value and growth for its customers and end-users. The company’s success is derived from its ability to provide its 
customers and end-users with superior service, leading edge design and outstanding quality. Generation Brands 
continues to increase marketing investments and develop operating and product synergies that enhance its value to the 
many markets it serves.  
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